useful information about the use and care of your FRIGIDAIRE Upright Food Freezer
Congratulations on purchasing one of Frigidaire's newest and most beautiful products. You have a treat in store, for you'll find that your new Frigidaire Upright Food Freezer opens up a whole new design for living.

With a wide variety of meats, fruits, vegetables, desserts and pastries, no farther away than your freezer door, you'll find meal preparation a joy. Since you can store more food for a longer time without danger of spoilage, you'll find yourself shopping at your convenience, buying in quantity when the food is at the peak of goodness, and taking advantage of bargains—buying family favorites when the price is right. Food waste can be almost non-existent now that you can freeze those extra portions. You'll even find yourself cooking for the future—preparing food when you have the time and when the spirit moves you—then freezing and storing it for later use.

This instruction booklet has been prepared to help you get the most benefit and satisfaction from your new Food Freezer. Be sure to read it carefully and keep it handy for future reference.

Familiarize Yourself With These...

Frigidaire Food Freezer Features

1. Fast-Freezing Shelves
2. Removable Full-Width Shelf
3. Pastry Rack
4. Drop-leaf Grille Fronts
5. Rolling Basket Drawer
6. Cold Control
7. Frozen Juice Can Holder
8. Interior Light
9. Handy Frozen Food Index
10. Removable Full-Width Door Shelves
11. Target-Light Safety Signal Light (not shown)
12. Famous Frigidaire Meter Miser (Illustrated on page 8)
1. Fast-Freezing Shelves
There are three Fast-Freezing Shelves in your Food Freezer. They provide direct contact for extra fast freezing. Use these shelves for foods to be frozen, placing containers or packages flat on the shelf. Leave packages in position until solidly frozen, then stack and store in any convenient place in the Food Freezer.

2. The Removable Shelf
It's directly under the top shelf and may be removed if desired, when freezing extra large items such as a turkey, ham, large beef roast or the like. This shelf provides a wealth of extra storage space for keeping foods that have already been frozen.

3. Pastry Rack
Designed for the safe storage of pies and cakes, protects fragile crusts and delicate icings—keeps pastries from being crushed by other foods. The rack will accommodate two pies and one cake or three pies. Center shelf is removable. If the rack is not needed for pies or cakes, you will find it a convenience when freezing trays of appetizers, individual desserts and the like. It will also serve as a convenient place to group and store small items. The Pastry Rack is removable and may be used on any one of the fast freezing shelves in your Food Freezer.

4. Drop-leaf Grille Front
There are three Drop-leaf Grille Fronts to prevent frozen foods from sliding off the shelves. The middle one protects foods on both the removable shelf and the fast-freezing shelf directly below it. Each Grille Front is hinged so that by lifting up, it will unlock and swing forward. When Grille is lowered to this position it becomes a convenient shelf for holding food packages and containers during loading or re-arrangement. When returned to its vertical position the Grille Front drops down and locks securely into place.
5. Rolling Basket Drawer
A roomy basket-type drawer in the lower part of the Food Freezer rolls in and out on Nylon rollers. This Rolling Basket is convenient for storing bulky items. It brings the frozen foods out to you where they are easy to reach. It eliminates the necessity of removing foods in the front in order to locate a desired package at the rear of the cabinet.

6. The Cold-Control
Your Frigidaire Food Freezer is adjusted for proper temperature control when it leaves the factory. For normal setting turn Cold-Control so that the word "Normal" is opposite red indicator button as shown. For a lower temperature setting turn Cold-Control toward the word "Colder."

For satisfactory storage, all frozen foods should be kept in zero zone temperatures. If you are not sure about the temperature of your Food Freezer, it would be well to have the Cold-Control setting checked by your Frigidaire Serviceman.

To turn the Food Freezer off completely, merely pull the plug from the electric outlet.

7. The Frozen Juice Can Holder
At the top of the Inner Door Panel, holds 15 standard-size frozen fruit juice cans. Cans are stacked horizontally on three racks—each rack is loaded from the top—can above slides down in place ready for easy removal as lowest can is taken out.

8. Automatic Interior Light
Just below the Frozen Juice Can Holder, comes "On" when door is open, and light shines into the interior of the Food Freezer. Light goes "Off" automatically when door is closed. Light socket holds standard 40-watt appliance light bulb. Light shield is open at the base to permit easy removal and replacement of bulb.
9. **The Handy Food Index**
Located in center of top door shelf. It holds a set of white plastic cards in a plastic case—has convenient pencil holders at either side.

This handy index provides a simple and easy means of keeping an up-to-date inventory record of everything that is stored in your Food Freezer. With it you can tell at a glance the location, date and quantity of each kind of food stored in the Freezer. These handy index cards may be used over and over again. Use an eraser or a damp cloth to remove writing from cards.

10. **The Removable Door Shelves**
Designed to hold standard-size packages of commercially frozen foods as well as standard-size cartons of the foods you freeze at home. All shelves are removable for easy cleaning. (See directions page 7.)

11. **Target-Light Safety Signal**
To indicate that your Food Freezer is in normal operating condition, there is a special Target-Light Safety Signal located on the front of the Food Freezer door near the base. In normal operation this light will be on. If the Target-Light is not on, it is an indication that the electrical power has been cut off, the lamp bulb has burned out, or the temperature within the Freezer is too high.

**If Target-Light Safety Signal goes off check as follows:**

1. Open Freezer Door. If Interior Light is on there is no current interruption. If Interior Light does not light, check for loose electrical cord plug at the wall outlet or for a blown fuse.

2. If Meter-Miser mechanism is operating and Target-Light Safety Signal is not on, check the food compartment temperature with an accurate thermometer. Leave thermometer in Freezer with the door closed for at least 20 to 30 minutes before taking a reading. If this reading is no more than 5 degrees F., the temperature is satisfactory and the bulb in the Target-Light is prob-
ably burned out and should be replaced. To do this, remove small round light shield which is clamped into place over the light, by pulling forward and out. Replace with a neon lamp—NE-51—or its equivalent.

3. If the temperature within the Food Freezer has risen above the operating range and the Interior Light and power supply check satisfactorily, call your Frigidaire Serviceman.

NOTE: Placing an unusual amount of warm food in the Food Freezer at one time will tend to raise the temperature within the Freezer. This may cause the Target-Light Safety Signal to go off. When the Freezer temperature is lowered to its normal operating range, the light will go on again. When the Food Freezer is first used, the Target-Light will not go on until operating temperatures have been reached.

Suggestions for the Use and Care of the Freezer

Locating the Freezer
For your own convenience, be sure to give careful consideration to the location of the Frigidaire Food Freezer in your home. Its upright design and new streamlined beauty will add extra attractiveness as well as extra convenience to your kitchen. If possible, see that it is placed so that it will save you steps and time. For greatest economy avoid placing the Food Freezer too close to kitchen range, radiator, water heater or other source of heat or where it will be exposed to the direct rays of the sun. For proper air circulation, allow at least 4 inches between wall and Food Freezer.

Using the Freezer the first time
Give your Food Freezer a chance to reach freezing temperatures before you start to use it. Connect the Freezer by inserting the electric plug into the wall outlet and set the Cold Control to "Normal." (Do not plug other appliances into the same outlet.) Allow the Freezer to operate for several hours or until the Target-Light Safety Signal on the exterior of the door glows. When the Signal-Light glows it is cold enough to put in food already frozen. If you plan to freeze food, allow the Food Freezer to run approximately 10 to 12 hours before placing food in freezer.
Proper Packaging is Important
Remember that proper packaging is one of the most important factors in the preparation and preservation of frozen foods. Please read carefully the frozen food booklet, "The New Thrills of Freezing," that is supplied with your new Frigidaire Food Freezer. It gives complete instructions on the preparation of foods for freezing, and the proper types of materials to use. Your Frigidaire Dealer can supply you with proper packaging materials or tell you where proper materials can be obtained.

How to Freeze Foods
After the Food Freezer has been properly installed and has reached the correct operating temperature, it is ready to be used for storage and freezing.

After you have prepared and packaged the food, as outlined in "The New Thrills of Freezing," it is ready to be frozen. Place food packages flat on any one of the fast-freezing shelves and allow them to remain there until solidly frozen. The packages may then be moved to any convenient part of the cabinet, or the door, until ready for use.

How Long to Store Foods
Most foods of good quality, that have been properly prepared and packaged for freezing, may be stored for as long as a year. However, it should be remembered that to obtain the best use of your Freezer space, it is desirable to have a turnover of foods several times a year. Regard your Food Freezer much as you do your checking account at the bank and use it accordingly. Keep a supply of food moving in and out of the Freezer.

For Best Results:
1. Select foods of good quality.
2. Speed foods to the Freezer.
3. Package properly in family-size quantities.
4. Seal it tightly.
5. Freeze it promptly.
6. Store at zero or below, until you are ready to use it.

IMPORTANT: Blanch vegetables and cool quickly.

Remember, freezing will retain the original quality of the food, but it will not improve it!

Keeping the Cabinet Clean
To keep the exterior of your Frigidaire Freezer spotless, simply wipe occasionally with a damp cloth. For more thorough cleansing, use a damp, soapy cloth — rinse and dry well. For stubborn stains use Frigidaire Dulux Surface Renewer. You should never use strong gritty soaps, scouring powders or acids.

The rubber door seal should be thoroughly cleaned with lukewarm water and mild soap. Rinse well to remove all traces of soap. For more thorough cleansing, use Frigidaire Nu-Coat (obtainable from your Frigidaire Dealer) for removing dirt and giving a self-polishing luster.

How to Remove Frost
The shelves and walls of your Freezer will collect frost in time. The amount of frost formation and the length of time it takes to accumulate depend upon the humidity and the number of times the Freezer is opened for removing or storing foods. To remove frost carefully scrape the shelves and the walls with the plastic scraper provided with the Freezer.

NEVER USE A KNIFE OR OTHER SHARP METAL INSTRUMENT TO REMOVE FROST.

The Food Freezer may be completely and quickly defrosted as follows:

1. Remove all food packages from Freezer.
2. Remove Pastry Rack, rolling Basket Drawer and all Door Shelves.
3. Scrape as much frost as possible from the interior surfaces of the Freezer.
4. Disconnect Freezer by pulling plug from electrical wall socket.
5. Place pans of hot water on the shelves to speed up defrosting.

After defrosting is completed, wipe out Freezer with dry cloth or sponge. Then wash inside of Freezer with a solution of warm water and soda (one teaspoon of soda to one quart of warm water). Rinse with clear water and dry. Turn Cold Control to Coldest position until Target-Light Safety Signal glows, then replace food. (When Target-Light glows, Cold Control may be turned to "Normal.")

To Remove Door Shelves
Place hands at the ends, pull up and lift off each shelf. To replace, fit slots into position over protrusions and push down firmly, making certain that each shelf is properly fitted over center protrusion as well as those at each end.
Your Food Freezer is powered by the famous Frigidaire Meter-Miser, which means reduced maintenance and increased operating economy.

The Meter-Miser is the simplest refrigerating mechanism ever built and is designed to serve you quietly, dependably, and economically. This famous unit is oiled for life, completely encased in steel and permanently sealed against air, moisture and dirt.

Service: Your Frigidaire Dealer has a very selfish interest in wanting to give you good service. He wants you to be completely satisfied with your Frigidaire Freezer as long as you own it. He wants you to tell others that you like it. And, he wants you to choose Frigidaire when you buy again.

To save service calls if your Frigidaire Food Freezer fails to operate or function properly, it may be well to make the following checks prior to calling the serviceman:

- Has the main switch been opened?
- Has a fuse blown out? Perhaps you failed to use the correct size and type of fuse.
- Is the power off in the building?
- Has the electrical plug been loosened or pulled from the supply socket?
- Has the bulb in the Target-Light Safety Signal burned out?
FIVE YEAR PROTECTION PLAN

The manufacturer warrants this Frigidaire product to be free from defects in material and workmanship under normal use and service.

1-YEAR WARRANTY ON ENTIRE FOOD FREEZER—At any time within one year from the date of delivery to the original purchaser, the manufacturer will furnish a replacement part or repair material for any part found by the manufacturer to be defective in this Frigidaire product. Such replacement part or repair material will be furnished without cost to the owner or user through an authorized servicing dealer or f.o.b. the factory, at manufacturer's election.

4-YEAR WARRANTY ON SEALED-IN MECHANICAL UNIT—At any time within four years from the expiration of the 1-Year Warranty Period, the manufacturer will, at his election, either repair or replace without cost to the owner or user, the Sealed-in Mechanical Unit or any part thereof found by the manufacturer to be defective in this Frigidaire product. This warranty does not include electrical controls which are covered in the 1-Year Warranty only.

The manufacturer assumes no warranty liability in connection with this product other than as specified herein.

These warranties do not apply to light bulbs or to any part of this Frigidaire product which has been subject to misuse, neglect, alteration, accident, or to damage caused by transportation after the original installation, or to any damage caused by flood, fire, or acts of God. No responsibility is assumed for delays or failure to meet the terms of these warranties caused by strikes, Government regulation, or other circumstances beyond the control of the manufacturer or authorized distributors and dealers.

These warranties apply only to installations within the continental United States. (Removal of the original Serial Numbers from the Sealed-in Mechanical Unit and/or cabinet voids these warranties in their entirety.)

FRIGIDAIRE DIVISION, GENERAL MOTORS CORP., DAYTON, OHIO

Subject to the limitations outlined in the above warranties, at any time within one year from the date of delivery of this Frigidaire Food Freezer to the original purchaser, it is the responsibility of the authorized selling distributor or dealer making the sale, to repair and furnish the labor necessary to replace any part or parts furnished by the manufacturer under the above 1-Year Warranty provisions, or to provide for such repair and parts replacement through other competent service sources, all at no charge to the owner or user. Service calls during the 1-Year Warranty period, other than those covered by the conditions specified herein will be at the expense of the owner.

DEALER'S NAME ____________________________

INSTALLATION DATE __________________________

This is your copy of the 5-Year Protection Plan Certificate covering your Frigidaire Upright Food Freezer
Keep your Food Freezer new looking with...

FRIGIDAIRE DULUX SURFACE RENEWER

Use this specially prepared Dulux cleaner and polish to keep your Frigidaire Food Freezer clean and new looking. Inexpensive and easy to use. Frigidaire Surface Renewer will remove stubborn marks without harm to the finish and leave a protective wax coating. Use it to restore the natural luster of refrigerators and all other Dulux finished products.

FRIGIDAIRE NU-COAT

A cleaner and polish prepared especially for Frigidaire door seals. Easily applied. Produces a clean, lasting, protective coating and preserves life of rubber seals.

FRIGIDAIRE PLASTIC CLEANER

This is an ideal cleaner for the plastic interior door shelves of your Food Freezer, as well as other plastic surfaces. Frigidaire Plastic Cleaner contains a static reducing agent that minimizes the tendency of plastic to pick up and hold dirt and lint. This easy-to-use cleaner will help beautify and prolong the life of plastic surfaces if used at regular intervals.

PORCELAIN SPEED CLEANER

For all Frigidaire Food Freezers with porcelain finished exteriors. Removes smudges and finger marks quickly and easily. Leaves a lustrous finish. Cleans all porcelain appliances.

These fine Frigidaire Products are available from your Frigidaire Dealer!